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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 198 x 129 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The Fourth Light describes world events in
the near future from the viewpoint of a member of the small group of decoders of the hieroglyphics
in which the ancient Sacred Tablets were written. Through their decoding work they discovered that
a tri-verse was created millennia previously with mankind at its centre for the specific purpose of a
highly advanced alien race intent on improving its own society of super-powerful immortal beings.
As the story develops it covers key events in mankind s ancient history together with its interaction
with its alien creators. This history is brought right up to date with the decoding activities of the
Fourth Light and continues into the near future which is prophetically uncovered in the process. The
prophecy portrays the destruction of the Earth through a combination of mankind s unsustainable
governance of its home planet together with the surreptitious invasion of dissident alien body
snatchers. This represents the breaking of the egg shells dictated by the all-powerful king of the
alien race as necessary to enable the future salvation of humans and...
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Reviews
Comprehensive guide for ebook fanatics. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way and is
particularly only following i finished reading this ebook through which really changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Fr eder ique McClur e
Very beneficial for all type of individuals. I have got study and so i am certain that i am going to going to read through once again once again later on. I
am just happy to let you know that this is basically the greatest publication i have study during my own daily life and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Pr of. Nelson Fa r r ell MD
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